
Supercharge 
Knowledge Discovery
Imagine a world where you can understand complex documents, videos, and 
websites without spending hours reading. Aethera AI empowers you to gain 
insights faster than ever before, revolutionizing your knowledge discovery 
process.

by Jad El Jerdy

https://gamma.app


Effortless Document Management

Advanced Filtering
Easily filter your documents by keywords, 
tags, and other criteria, instantly 
narrowing down your search.

Powerful Grouping
Group related documents into sets for 
efficient analysis and easy access, 
streamlining your research workflow.

Instant Retrieval
Find the information you need in seconds, eliminating the frustration of sifting through 
countless files.
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Import Any Source

Documents

Upload PDFs, Word documents, 
and other file formats to 
expand your knowledge base.

YouTube Videos

Import videos and extract key 
information, transcripts, and 
insights from the content.

Websites

Analyze entire websites and 
understand their structure, 
content, and key themes.
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Personalized AI Assistants

1 Chat with Sets
Engage in natural conversations with your 
document sets, extracting information and 
answering your questions.

2 Choose Your Persona
Select from a variety of AI personas, tailoring 
their tone and writing style to suit your 
needs.

3 Customize Tone
Control the AI's tone of voice to match your 
communication style and desired output.

4 Save Your History
Access past conversations for reference, 
ensuring continuity and a seamless 
knowledge flow.
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Team Collaboration

Create 
Organizations
Form secure, private 
organizations to foster 
knowledge sharing and 
collaboration within 
your team.

Share Resources
Upload documents, 
sets, and AI assistants 
to be accessed and 
utilized by all 
organization members.

Role Management
Define roles and access 
levels for team 
members, ensuring 
controlled access to 
sensitive information.

Centralized Billing
Simplify payment 
management with 
centralized billing for all 
organizations, 
streamlining financial 
operations.
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Accelerate Knowledge Discovery

1 Compare Documents
Identify relationships and distinctions between multiple documents, unveiling 
hidden connections.

2 Generate Summaries
Obtain concise and high-quality summaries of any document, video, or website, 
saving time and effort.

3 Multilingual Support
Analyze documents in over 84 languages, breaking down language barriers and 
expanding your knowledge horizon.
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Enhance Communication

1

Contextual 
Emails
Leverage the AI to 
analyze source 
documents and 
generate clear, 
concise emails with 
relevant context.

2

Subject-Matter 
Experts
Utilize pre-trained AI 
experts to assist with 
specific domains, 
providing specialized 
knowledge and 
insights.

3

Customized 
Writing Style
Select from a range of 
writing styles, 
including academic, 
authoritative, and 
more, to match your 
audience.

4

Tone of Voice
Fine-tune the AI's tone 
to match your 
communication 
needs, ensuring a 
consistent and 
effective message.
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Streamline Document Management

Powerful Filtering Sort and filter documents based on keywords, 
tags, authors, and more.

Batch Actions Perform bulk actions on multiple documents, 
saving time and effort.

Organized Structure Create folders and subfolders to organize 
documents effectively.
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